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SUBLIMATED UNIFORMS MADE IN THE USA
www.theimperialpoint.com

Made in the USA – this is the

Imperial Point Home Court Advantage.

ORDERING PROCESS

1 The ordering process begins when you modify the

design on our website or provide custom concepts for
your sublimated uniforms. We then make into a mock
up. Approve the mock up and provide the roster, then
we begin production.

A mock up design is an initial layout to present the
art of the finished products.

2 We build out our sublimation pattern from the mock

up. Once sizes are built out then the roster is fulfilled
by setting up the art with each individual player’s jersey
number and personalizations.

All of our fabrics are sourced from
American Mills, our factories are set up
in the USA, and our custom uniforms are
sublimated and assembled by American
workers. We believe in the concept of
production in the United States of
America. By focusing production in the
USA, or as we like to say, the Home Court,
we’re able to provide an elite product made
exactly to your specifications for your team.
We deliver high quality products on time
and take pride in our company’s reliability.
Our custom uniforms and singlets will make
your team stand out from the competition
and most importantly... Rule the Court!

3 Then we move to sublimation printing. We print

sublimation files on sublimation dye paper which holds
the color values. These files are printed in actual size
and proportion for the garment pieces which will later be
sewn together.

7 After sewing is complete we package the goods
and ship them right to you!

4 After the sublimation printing has been completed,

OUR TIMELINES

5 Next the fabric is taken to cutting. In sublimation we

We strive to be fast and reliable while still providing the
best quality in all our process so the uniforms you receive
are the best on the field or court. We can do minimum
orders when you need to reorder. We will not make you
purchase 10 more uniforms just to get the 1 uniform you
need. Made in the USA provides so many benefits to the
process and the product you receive.

we take the paper to presses where the sublimation
dye transfers to fabric. At 400+ degrees, the paper is
pressed against the uniform fabric. The sublimation roll
pressing transfers the ink / dye from the paper into the
fabric by using an extreme heat and the roll process to
transfer everything to the fabric.
can either manually cut the fabric piece by piece or
use a laser cutting machine to cut it. We utilize both
techniques on our production line, ensuring your sports
uniforms are cut precisely. We’re speeding up the
process without sacrificing quality!

6 After each piece of the uniform has been cut and

sorted we move to the sewing line. The products are
sewn together using various techniques dependent on
the garment and the sport. We do sewing techniques
using surge stitching and flatlock sewing on specialty
garments. The goods are checked before sewing for
quality control on the print and after to confirm the
order is sewn cleanly and properly.

Our standard production times is 3-4 weeks. Rush
orders can be between 2-3 weeks.

WHAT IS SUBLIMATION?
Sublimation is the process of using a dye-sublimation
printer which uses heat to transfer dye onto materials
such as a plastic, card, paper, or fabric.

All sublimation fabric starts on white polyester
fabric, and when the dye migration takes place all
colors, numbers, text, logos, and graphics are
sublimated to the fabric. The end result is a colorful
decorated garment which will not bleed, peel or fade!

PRODUCTS
SUBLIMATED JERSEYS

SUBLIMATED HOODIES

SUBLIMATED SOCKS

Team Fundraising
ONLINE TEAM STORE SET UP
Once we confirm the items for the store we will provide
the client with an excel spread sheet confirming all
the products , pricing , colors and sizes available for the
store. We have two prices shown. The first price is the
clients cost which is the cost that is deducted from the
product. Say a shirt cost 7 dollars, this is the cost that
is deducted from the list price. The second line is the
list price which is the price shown on the website. The
client can set the list price to the price they would like.
We will recommend standard pricing but it is adjustable.

We offer the ability to provide a
great fundraising opportunity to
your club through our online team
store. We can pick a handful of
products and apply your logo to
the good and showcase them
on the store for purchase.

The site will go live and we will add a link so you can
send this to your parents or link it to your website.
ORDER PROCESS
The order process is set based off a time line confirmed
between the client and Imperial Point. Usually we do
about 3 weeks of online orders. All orders are gathered
for the 3 weeks and on the confirmation date the ordering
period will close. We will generate a report of the orders,
profit and information needed. We then will fulfill the orders
at that time. For standard screen print and embroidery
you are looking at 1.5-2 weeks and sublimated custom
gear takes about 3.5 weeks total. We will ship you the
orders packaged by the family or order. So for example
if the Jones family ordered 5 items they will packaged
together with the receipt. The excel spread sheet provided
will confirm as well all products ordered so there are no
discrepancies. Please note a minimum of 12 items per
screen settup must be ordered.
Screen print/ embroidery do ship separate from
sublimated goods.

PRICING
Your cost is 75 dollars as a one time settup fee for the
store. This will include basic settup of screen and the
online store. The club will make the difference from their
cost minus the list price. Only other fees are 3% is taken
off total profit for credit card processing. Shipping is
taken off total profit
This is an extremely efficient hassle free method for
raising funds and getting your fans the organization’s
best gear!

Contact us to set up your
team store today!

Call us! Our team is
ready to help yours.
www.theimperialpoint.com
1-800-801-4884

